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Outre lesfemmes artisteset leskducatrices
qui se sont lanckes duns la dkconstruction
et leremodelage desstructuresetpratiques
institutionnelles, (en se heurtant d
beaucoup de rksistance), les artistes et
tducatrices lesbiennes s'emploient
activement d faire tornber ces barri2res
en dkveloppant desprogrammes d' ttudes
gaies, en prbnant et en soutenant de
mani2re
visible
les
causes
homosexuelles-sptcialement celles
la crise du C ~ et en
A innovan
duns le domaine des mdias et des
nologies des arts visuels. Ce nouveau
profile donne lieu d de nouvelles
possibilit,4s artistiques fondkes sur les
thtories de la difftrence et de la
dtconstruction, h un art qui met I1accent
sur une rtalitk subjective et entraine &S
changements politiques.
Nearly two decades ago when I was a
graduating fine arts student, one of my
professors reminded me that becoming
sexually involved with his colleague
would have guaranteed me an "A" standing in his course. Those twenty years have
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shown me exactly why that part of the art
school agenda for gaining admission to
graduate school was not only wrong but
abusive. However that agenda offended
and seduced anxious women students
struggling to identify themselves as
artists and to succeed in the newly developed academic environments in Canada
then (they might not only gain a MFA but
also a teaching career); it also supported
adorninantstereotype. TheUmacho"male
artist who possesses his object-the one
he produces and the woman he teachesstill holds power and resists change
despite the fact that gender equity is
slowly invading the visual arts areas of
academic life.

Witness the recent furor at the Ontario
Collegeof Art aroundgenderequity.Long
overdue at this institution, the first phase
of equity which proposed to bring more
qualified women into teaching positions,
met with tremendous resistaxe (nationally documented on The Fifth Estate). In
fact, this equity was gained at the expense
of acomfortableearl~
retirement package
(saving OCA money in the long run)
which many longstanding male faculty
before OCA
members
recent cutbacks On Programmes
and
which serve to
reducethe
of its least
membe's-those
new Women faculty members who arrived at a moment of "gender
93

equity." I am not certain what these bright
and enterprising women have gained except a sense of disillusionment,a feeling
of being used and of being betrayed. Good
intentions before a recession?
At many institutions like OCA, the
focus of equity was a "visible" one, appropriate for an art college. OCA is located in the midst of the most densely
populated lesbianlgay urban population
in Canada but the "moment" for representing this "invisible"
minor& in thecollege and
the visual arts community
in Toronto passed too
easily. At least that "visible" minority (women)
were easy toobjectifyand
to reckon with; this
"other" was invisibleand,
therefore, not so frightening. Perhaps confronting
the unknown without the
possibility of fully exposing and objectifying it remains a feared and forbidden temtory for "macho"
male artists because
"control" is denied.
Beside women artists
and educators who are effectively beginning to
deconstruct and to remould institutional structures and practices (with
much resistance), gay
artists and educators are
actively breaking down
these barriers by developing and by implementing
gay studies,by leadingand
by lending support visibly
to gay causes- specially
those surrounding the
AIDS crisis, by employing innovative
media and technology in the visual arts.
This new "act up" profile presents new
possibilities for making art grounded in
theories of difference and deconstruction,
art which emphasizes a subjective reality
andmakes political change. This art-making image exists within the male continuum and changes it.
For the most part, these "act up" activities have been undertaken by gay professors/artists/writers who have tenure. Often they have "come out" after job security is no longer an issue. Unlike their

femalecounterpartswho still hope togain
a secure teachingposition, these men risk
relatively little by taking on a high profile
for gay causes. Certainly,the new profile
gay artistslactivistsposit provides an image ofproductivitywhich is very different
from the "macho" stereotype I confronted
twenty years ago. This "new" male makes
art based in a sociallpolitical reality
founded in difference-one that profoundly contradicts his previous genera-

tion's. That earlier "pure" modem vision
of the art object was unsullied by the
contradictionsandcomplexitiesof societal
and political context. Then, making the
object was a simplifying process, a distilled one that denied difference, but proposed a focus and favoured universality.
Being logo-centric and phallo-centric, it
possessed masculine power and maintained it in academic life.
In many ways, the image of the visual
artist as a "making subject" who integrates theory with practice is something
women in the visual arts can aspire to and

reinforce within academic institutional
structures. And they do. Witness the
growing number of programmes such as
the one at the University of Western Ontario headed by Alice Mansell where (after much reformationand much resistance)
that principle forms the mandate across
studio, theory and criticism courses into
art history studies. Such new cumcular
approachesand programmedevelopments
connectcontent (traditionally the focus of
fine arts teaching) with context.
Students are encouraged to think
analytically and critically about
what they are doing and where
they are. They do not passively
accept and regurgitate what is
presented. This participatory
pedagogy entails a critique of the
western tradition which has both
informed and shapedprogrammes
especially art history in the visual
arts in Canada. Women students
encounter these traditions with a
challenge now, for this discipline
excluded both the studyof women
artists and different perspectives
from the dominant patriarchal
cultureof the western world. That
"macho" image of the male artist
filled pro"lif(e)ic" and "phallic"
longings for male artists but it
denied individual integrity and
thought, dialogue grounded in
difference and diversity and
women artists as powerful "making subjects."

Trockel's sculpture is often composedof
disparate found objects displayed on
pedestals or in vitrines. Like complex
riddles, these enigmatic and wry
arrangements reveal a variety of
perspectives about genderassociations,
sexuality, art, history and culture. The
artist includes such objects as stove
burners, irons, kitchen ladles, scrub
brushes,and brooms,which make direct
reference to housework and activities
usually assigned to women. Defying the
subordinate or invisible role of women
and the lofty status usually associated
with art, the objects assume a status
beyond the purely functional as
provocative forms and images.
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